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In the broadest sense, what sets axial and centrifugal fans apart is the way in which air passes through the casing. With an axial fan, the air passes through the device parallel to the shaft, and generally travels in a straight but twisting line. Axial fans are typically used in low pressure applications. A vast majority are applied below 5-in. static pressure.

With a centrifugal fan, air generally turns at least one corner as it provides work to the airstream (Fig. 1). However, there are exceptions, such as transverse blowers and inline centrifugals. Centrifugal fans are designed and used to several psi of pressure.

Wheel Types and Applications

Centrifugal fans use one of three basic wheel types: forward curved, radial, and backward curved. Each type has its own application range and limits. Modifications of these basic types include radial tip, mixed flow, and tangential flow.

The forward curved (FC) wheel (Fig. 2a) provides large quantities of air at low pressures, typically 3 to 5-in. static pressure. This duty lends itself to light gauge construction. Therefore, most FC fans are made of riveted or welded stamped sheet metal. The most common examples are a furnace blower and an air handler.

These fans have a large number of blades with a pronounced curvature and short chord length. The forward velocity vector of the air coming off the blades is fairly high. The result is a low fan speed. Static efficiencies are quite low because controlling and directing the velocity vector is difficult. An FC fan is intended for clean air applications only.

The radial bladed wheel (Fig. 2b) is the type most commonly used in dirty environments. Found in applications ranging from dusty atmospheres to material conveying situations, the radial wheel is designed to develop static pressures to 40 in. and up. A variety of designs are available to handle all types of situations.

Its self-cleaning nature is a particularly useful feature. The fan conveys granular or stringy materials equally well. These fans typically have six or eight blades and are made of heavy-gauge plate. They run at high tip speeds to develop pressure and can absorb more vibration, imbalance forces, and impact than most fans.

A third general wheel type is the backward curved (BC) model (Fig. 2c). These wheels produce relatively large quantities of air at moderate pressures (5 to 20-in. static pressure) and can run at high static efficiencies.

Models with flat blades are called backward inclined (BI). Backward curved wheels have slightly curved blades. Some, made with true airfoil-shaped blades, are called airfoil (AF) wheels (Fig. 2d). All belong to the same family.

The BC type wheel is designed for clean air applications, but it frequently encounters some light dust in the airstream. It has contoured inlet cones and side rims on the wheel to control airflow through the wheel more accurately. These features also contribute to highly efficient air movement. Of the three types, the BC is the most sensitive to installation conditions.

Overload Concept

FC and radial wheels are overload types. The BC family is nonoverloading. These concepts are more easily discussed by referring to the drawings. The operating point of each system is identified by the “X” on each fan curve illustrated. The operating point reflects the amount of pressure it takes to push air through the system.

Assume some control dampers help determine the operating point, and they are half closed.

What happens, in each case, when the dampers are fully opened? Under the new conditions, the system has a lower resistance. The fan responds by trying to flow more air. As a result, the operating point moves to the right on each fan curve. For FC and radial types, the brake horsepower (HP) rises rapidly. The motor may overload; hence the name. HP in the BC family increases only slightly, then falls. This type is labeled nonoverloading.
The conditions discussed are often caused by system changes, such as those described, or they may be the unplanned result of the system design calculations. Calculations are typically based on system resistances with a healthy safety factor added.

In the installed system, resistance may be higher or lower than anticipated. In most projects, the fan system is the last to be installed. Unexpected changes lead to increased ductwork resistance and the static pressure turns out to be quite different from planned.

**Stall Conditions**

Every fan has a stable and an unstable operating range. Effects of an unstable operating range vary greatly, depending on wheel design. For simplicity, stable flow is defined as the condition under which enough air flows through the fan wheel to fill the spaces between the blades. Also, let's say there is only one static pressure output for a given flow and that it does not vary.

As pressure is increased and flow reduced, the fan rides the curve to the left of the original operating point. At some point, airflow is reduced so that there is not enough air to fill the blade passages. On a centrifugal fan, the entire wheel rarely stalls at the same moment. Because of slight manufacturing variations, one blade or section of blades does not produce the same pressure as the others and stalls.

Under certain conditions, a cascade effect occurs. The original blade stall disrupts flow into the blade next to it, and the stall travels from blade to blade. Occasionally, the blade that originally stalled recovers and the stall zone travels around the wheel. This condition is called a rotating stall. The stall zone typically rotates opposite the fan rotation at a third of the fan speed.

As the flow continues to decrease, the entire wheel goes into stall. The effects, most noticeable on FC and BC types, vary greatly with system design, amount of resistance, and wheel type. Signs of stall include vibrating ductwork and fans, and failed bearings.

Vibration may increase only slightly while additional rumbling is audible in the ductwork. In some cases, the system itself exhibits an airflow-induced resonance that coincides with the stall frequency in the fan wheel. As a result, whole sections of ductwork appear to be "breathing," causing substantial damage. If any fan or system exhibits any of these symptoms and the operating point has changed, there is a good chance the fan is running at an unstable operating point.

**Stable Operating Ranges**

Each fan type has a characteristic stable operating range. Each also has an unstable area, denoted by the shading or crosshatching on each curve.

The unstable operating range for the forward curved blade is quite large. On some designs, the fan curve closely parallels the system resistance line, and the fan and system can sympathetically vary the flow rate over a broad range, causing severe flow imbalance. The FC fan, typically the weakest construction of the types, may not withstand this abuse. The best operating region is at least 20% to the right of the peak of the curve. An FC fan is designed to provide large quantities of air at low pressures. It should be operated at that point.

---

**Types of Centrifugal Fans**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Impeller Design</th>
<th>Performance Curve</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>Forward-Curved</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>Radial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>Backward-Inclined-Backward-Curved</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>Airfoil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: SP = static pressure; ME = mechanical efficiency; HP = horsepower

On the other hand, the radial bladed fan is the most rugged construction type. Its performance curve usually rises continuously and may have a small flat area near the top (see Fig. 2b). On some designs, flow selections can be made all the way to zero. Because of the small number of blades, each creates its own stall zone with little effect on adjacent blades. Even with each blade in stall, overall fan output remains stable.

BC fans rely on a different mechanism to provide lift. Air moves over the blade in a motion similar to airplane wings. When a blade stalls, it has a pronounced affect on adjacent blades.

The unstable operating region on the fan curve extends farther out on the curve (see Fig. 2c) than it does on a radial blade design. Selections should be approximately 30% to the right of the peak on the curve.

The stable operating range depends both on the fan wheel design and the precision with which the unit was manufactured. The more consistent the blade construction, the wider the stable operating range.

Installation and Maintenance

Conditions other than airflow reduction cause unstable fan operation. The most common, described by the Air Movement and Control Association (AMCA) as a system effect factor (SEF), occurs when an installation does not match the inlet and outlet conditions that were in place when the fan was tested in the laboratory.

Improperly sized ductwork, additional elbows or transitions, among other conditions, increase the effective system resistance by reducing the fan's ability to do work. Such conditions also upset the carefully designed flow fields within the fan wheel.

An optimum fan installation addresses several factors:

- Stable foundation or mounting structure
- Properly designed isolation to minimize the transfer of vibration to and from the fan and its structure
- Flexible connectors on the ductwork
- Clean airflow into and out of the housing
- Properly designed isolation to minimize the transfer of vibration to and from the fan and its structure
- Flexible connectors on the ductwork
- Clean airflow into and out of the housing

Unfortunately, most fan installations are less than ideal. An inadequate support structure leads to excessive vibration and possible structural resonance problems. Vibration isolation measures must be designed with proper deflection. Rotational frequencies need to be identified and isolation designed to prevent amplification and provide a stable platform. Flexible connectors minimize noise and vibration transfer into the ductwork.

Poor inlet and outlet connections are a common source of fan performance problems. They can cause mechanical problems as well. Improperly connected ductwork can increase noise levels and random vibrations.

Troubleshooting Systems

Troubleshooting typically falls into two areas: performance and mechanics. Field performance verification is difficult, at best. Rarely does a system come close to conditions that allow accurate measurements. Estimates must be made.

When performance questions arise, it is best to try to determine the fan static pressure by taking readings in the best possible locations, then adjusting the figures for other ductwork between the reading locations and the fan. Any SEFs should be taken into account. Without these adjustments, analyses of readings are meaningless.

If system or fan surge occurs, be sure the problem isn't caused by simple mechanical difficulties, such as damper linkage failure or sensor malfunction. Centrifugal fans create very large forces by placing a significant amount of energy in the airstream. Fan and system surge can cause mechanical breakdowns. The cause of such problems must be identified and fixed.

Mechanical problems may be as simple as broken welds or as complex as bearing failures. Improper inspection and maintenance is probably the largest cause of failure.

Vibration problems may result from fan imbalance, surge or stall, material buildup on the wheel, misaligned bearings and drive components, bent shafts, and structural critical frequencies. Each cause has a vibration frequency signature. Additional information on analyzing these problems is available from the manufacturer or a vibration expert.

Drive systems frequently cause problems. Improper belt tension causes a wide range of problems. Flat spots on the belt can lead to vibrations at unusual frequencies. Couplings on direct drive fans can work loose or become misaligned, increasing axial vibration levels.

Centrifugal fans are complex. Improper application leads to various problems. Properly applied, however, they offer years of reliable service.

For more information...

System effect factor (SEF) is discussed in "Fans and Systems," Publication 201 of the Air Movement and Control Association. The booklet is available from AMCA, 30 W. University Dr., Arlington Heights, IL 60004; 708-394-0150; price: $10.

Technical questions about the article may be directed to Hartzell Technical Services at 800-336-3267.
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